In the TOOLBAR:

Compound button, like the current ★14 but with larger click target for the BOOKMARKS MENU.

This (a) allows for one click bookmarking (b) underscores the connection between the bookmarking control & the bookmarks menu.

When you ★ click!

The BOOKMARK button

Page Bookmarked

The bookmarked panel as now (some minor revisions possible)

The MENU button

Some cleanup of the contents

Suggested cleanup of the menu structure:

Show All Bookmarks
Show Sidebar

 RemoteException Toolbar 
□ Bookmarks Toolbar
□ Unsorted Bookmarks
BOOKMARKS MENU

LIST, as now

Scrolls on?

Show Toolbar

LIST

Show Toolbar

In the Panel Menu

In the menu, the control becomes a single button. I.E. 

On click, we use a submenu

** Bookmark the page **
Show All Bookmarks
Show Sidebar
Show Toolbar

 luego Bookmarking Toolbar
Unsorted...
Menu Bookmark List

The structure is a bit different than that of the menu in the toolbar

This is the toggle for bookmarking

The full menu bookmarks list is here and scrollable.

WHAT ABOUT HIERARCHY / FOLDERS?

- Bookmark
- Bookmark
- Folder of Bookmarks
- Folder of Bookmarks
- Folder of Bookmarks
- Bookmark

Clicking on any folder will bring up the library pre-opened to the contents of the clicked folder.

This way, we accommodate people who use bookmarks, simply, and offer a path for people with folders.